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A B S T R A C T

Three-dimesional hierarchical electrodes exhibiting multi-dimensional geometries provide exceptional
advantages for advanced energy storage performance. In this work, we report the fabrication and
characterization of biotemplated hierarchical-Ni/NiO electrodes enabled by thermal oxidation of
electroless Ni-coated Tobacco mosaic viruses (TMVs) self-assembled on Au-coated Si micropillar arrays.
Uniform NiO formation on the metallized TMV nanoscaffolds is characterized by XPS and STEM-EELS
analysis and the electrochemical performance was characterized in 2 M KOH solution. The hierarchical-
Ni/NiO show a 3.3 and 32.6 times increase in areal capacity (81.4 mAh cm�2) compared to solely
nanostructured (24.3 mAh cm�2) and planar electrodes (2.5 mAh cm�2), respectively. The NiO electrodes
show interesting capacity increase phenomenon during the initial activation cycles. Based on our
experimental analysis, it is attributed to both an increase in active surface area/mesoporosity and NiO
content during the initial charge/discharge cycles, and the increase has dependence on electrode
geometry. The hierarhical-Ni/NiO electrode exhibit excellent cycle stability up to 1500 charge/discharge
cycles at 2 mA cm�2 with no capacity fading. Based on the results, the hierarchical-Ni/NiO is a promising
candidate for advanced electrochemical energy storage devices.
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1. Introduction

Electrochemical charge storage (ECS) devices including Li-ion
batteries and electrochemical capacitors have received significant
attention due to the rapidly growing electronics market (e.g.
electric vehicles, portable electronics, etc.) requiring charge
storage devices with both high power and energy densities [1].
Particularly, the recent development of faradaic electrode materi-
als in micro/nanoscale geometries is one of the most significant
advancements, where the high surface area-to-volume ratio
coupled with facile charge storage kinetics are essential for
reaching the desired performance criteria [2,3].

Various transition metal oxides (Co3O4, MnO2, NiO, etc.) and
their composites are very attractive candidates for the high
performance ECS electrodes owe to their excellent faradaic charge
storage characteristics at economic costs. Among the potential
candidates, NiO brings great interest with its excellent “battery-
like” charge storage behavior exhibiting very high theoretical
gravimetric capacities of 359 mAh g�1 and 718 mAh g�1 in alkaline
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(NiO + OH�$ NiOOH + e�, in 0–0.5 V vs. Ag/AgCl) and Li+ (NiO + 2
Li+ + 2e�! Ni + Li2O, in 0.005–3 V vs. Li-foil) electrolytes, respec-
tively [4,5]. For this reason, many researchers have recently
investigated the use of NiO as electrode materials for both
electrochemical capacitors and Li-ion batteries. Luan et al. [6] have
demonstrated an asymmetric supercapacitor device combining
NiO nanoflakes (cathode) and reduced graphene oxide (anode)
grown on carbon cloth and Ni foam, respectively. The asymmetric
configuration allowed expansion of the operation potential
window up to 1.7 V in alkaline electrolyte (1 M KOH) with
remarkable areal capacitance (248 mF cm�2 at 1 mA cm�2)
benefiting from the high surface area NiO electrodes. Also,
nanoscale NiO has been investigated as an anode material for
Li-ion batteries in the last years for its high theoretical Li capacity
compared to conventional graphite anode materials. Characterized
in half-cell configuration (vs. Li-foil), many articles have reported
reversible gravimetric energy density reaching or going above its
theoretical limit at 1C current rate, representing more than a 2-fold
increase compared to conventional carbon-based anode materials
[5,7,8]. It should be noted here that the charge capacities in
previous ECS NiO reports have been evaluated in different units
depending on their targeted ECS systems (F g�1 or F cm�2 for
electrochemical capacitors, and mAh g�1 or mAh cm�2 for
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batteries). Considering a recent report by Brousse et al. [9],
suggesting classification criteria for proper categorization/charac-
terization of electrode materials for electrochemical capacitors, the
charge capacities in this work are presented in mAh cm�2

considering the NiO’s “battery-like” electrochemical signature.
Various methods for fabrication/synthesis of micro/nanoscale

NiO electrodes have been reported. In general, NiO was either
directly synthesized on Ni or other current collectors, or prepared
in nanoparticle forms, which requires mixing with polymer
binders and conductive additives [5,7,10–15]. Comparing the
two methods, the latter suffers from lack in electrical connectivity
between the current collector and the active material while the
direct synthesis methods ensure continuous connection between
the two electrode components critical for efficient charge
adsorption/transfer mechanism at the electrolyte/electrode inter-
face. Using this approach, Wang et al. [14] achieved 99% of NiO’s
theoretical gravimetric capacity (355 mAh g�1 in 2 M KOH) by
annealing Ni(OH)2 precursors that were directly precipitated on Ni
foam. The uniform nanoscale active layer coating over the current
collector is believed to be one of the key factors in achieving high
NiO-based ECS performances, compensating for the low electrical
conductivity of the NiO [13,14,16].

In the past decade, our group and collaborators have reported
the use of genetically modified TMVs as nanostructured templates
for various ECS devices. TMV is a high aspect ratio cylindrical plant
virus (300 nm in length, 18 nm in diameter), and its surface can be
genetically modified with cysteine groups resulting in enhanced
self-assembly (Au-thiol binding) and uniform electroless Ni-
coating properties [17]. Integrating the TMV process with micro-
fabrication techniques, Ni-coated TMVs (TMV/Ni) have served as
nanoscale three-dimensional current collectors for Li-ion battery
and supercapacitor electrodes [18–21]. These nanoelectrode
architectures have relied on additional thin-film deposition steps
for the formation of uniform ECS layers on the TMV/Ni.

In this work, we present the fabrication and characterization of
hierarchical-Ni/NiO electrodes leveraging the electroless TMV Ni-
coating process. The NiO is formed directly on the TMV/Ni
nanorods via a simple annealing process. This eliminates the need
for any additional active material deposition steps and simplifies
the TMV micro/nanofabrication process for high-performance ECS
devices. The hierarchical electrode structure is realized by
combining the TMVs with Si micropillar arrays. Electrochemical
performance characterization results are presented with a strong
emphasis on their significant charge capacity increase behavior
during the initial charge/discharge cycles.
Fig. 1. (a) Top-down SEM image of TMV/Ni nanostructure and (b) schematic descrip
2. Experimental

The detailed purification protocol for cysteine-modified TMVs
and the chemicals used for electroless Ni-metallization can be
found in previous report [17].

2.1. TMV/Ni-core NiO-shell electrodes via thermal oxidation

The thermal annealing process for formation of NiO-shell layer
on TMV/Ni-core surface is characterized using X-ray photoelectron
spectroscopy (XPS, Kratos AXIS 165 spectroscopy), and transmis-
sion electron microscopy (JEM 2100 FEG-TEM) with scanning TEM
(STEM) and electron energy loss spectroscopy (EELS) capabilities.
TMV/Ni electrode samples are prepared following the procedure
described in our previous work [17]. 1 �1 cm2 Au-coated planar Si
electrodes are immersed in TMV solution (0.2 mg ml�1 in 0.1 M
phosphate buffer solution (pH 7)), and incubated overnight at
room temperature for self-assembly of TMVs onto Au surface
through thiol-Au binding. This is followed by the electroless-Ni
metallization process to yield robust nanostructured Ni electrodes.
As-prepared electroless Ni on TMV is metallic with residual oxides
(NiO) and hydroxides (Ni(OH)2) on its surface [17]. Thermal
oxidation at high temperatures can result in removal of Ni(OH)2
and increase in the NiO content as illustrated in Fig. 1.

For process optimization, TMV/Ni electrodes are annealed at
four different temperatures – room temperature, 200 �C, 300 �C,
and 400 �C – in an air-filled box furnace. The temperatures were
ramped at a rate of 5 �C min�1 to the target temperatures and
spontaneously cooled down to the room temperature after a 2 hour
annealing step. XPS analysis allowed analysis of the NiO formation
on/into the Ni surface at the different temperatures, and the STEM/
EELS analysis is carried out to confirm the uniform formation of
NiO (shell) layer over the TMV/Ni (core) nanorod electrodes.

2.2. Fabrication of hierarchical-Ni/NiO electrodes

The hierarchical-Ni/NiO electrodes are fabricated by combining
the TMV/Ni/NiO nanorods with Au-sputtered Si micropillar arrays
as shown in Fig. 2a. The micropillar arrays are fabricated using
deep-reactive-ion-etching (DRIE, STS Deep Reactive Ion Etcher) of
Si wafers with negative photoresist (AZ-5214) etch masks
patterned via photolithography. The Si micropillars are then
passivated with 500 nm Si3N4 deposited by plasma enhanced
chemical vapor deposition (PECVD, Oxford Plasmalab System 100)
at 300 �C. Sputtering (Model AJA International, ATC 1800-V) of Ti
(30 nm)/Au (200 nm) is followed as a current collector and the self-
tion of thermal oxidation process for creating NiO-shell layer over TMV/Ni-core.



Fig. 2. (a) Fabrication process for hierarchical Ni/NiO electrodes, and (b) description of surface area enhancement factor due to the Si micropillar array structure.
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assembly process. TMV self-assembly on dense microstructures
has shown limitations due to restricted structural wetting [22].
Isopropyl alcohol (IPA) wetting of the electrodes prior to the TMV
self-assembly step improves the structural wettability, thereby
achieving excellent TMV coverage over the high aspect ratio
micropillar surfaces (10:1 for pillar and 5:1 for spacing). Such high-
aspect-ratio geometries are critical for increasing the surface area;
the area enhancement factor depends on density and height of the
pillar arrays (Fig. 2b). After the electroless-Ni metallization of the
TMV self-assembled hierarchical structure, the resulting electro-
des are annealed at high temperatures to create hierarchical Ni/
NiO electrodes. The final electrode structures are examined by
scanning electron microscopy (SEM, Hitachi S-3400).

2.3. Electrochemical performance characterization and analysis

All electrochemical characterization is performed using a
potentiostat (Biologic VSP-300) with a three-electrode-system
(working: NiO electrodes, counter: Pt-foil (1 �1 cm2), reference:
Ag/AgCl in 1 M KCl) immersed in 2 M KOH aqueous electrolyte
(NiO + OH�$ NiOOH + e�). Optimal annealing temperature was
characterized by testing nanostructured-Ni/NiO (TMV/Ni/NiO on
planar Au substrate) electrodes in galvanostatic charge/discharge
cycles at 2 mA cm�2, and the reversible charge storage behavior
was characterized in cyclic voltammetry with a range of scan rates
(10–100 mV s�1). All electrochemical testing was performed within
the 0–0.5 V potential window vs. Ag/AgCl reference electrode. The
electrochemical performance of the hierarchical-Ni/NiO electrodes
is evaluated in comparison with nanostructured- and planar-Ni/
NiO electrodes (the planar-Ni/NiO electrodes were prepared by
electroless-Ni metallization on planar-Au substrate, without TMV
self-assembly, followed by the 300 �C annealing process). The
differences in charge storage performance between the three
electrodes were analyzed in correlation with changes in both the
double layer portion of the charge capacity and electrode
morphologies (examined using JEM 2100 FEG-TEM and Tescan
XEIA FEG-SEM)– in correlation with the changes in electrochemi-
cal impedance spectroscopy (EIS)– through charge/discharge
cycling to investigate the cause of nonlinear charge capacity
increase phenomena observed during the initial charge/discharge
cycles.
3. Results and discussion

3.1. XPS analysis of NiO formation on TMV/Ni

TMV/Ni electrodes annealed at the four different temperatures
(room temperature, 200 �C, 300 �C, and 400 �C) are analyzed using
XPS. The surface sensitive analysis allows clear observation of the
increase in NiO content on TMV/Ni surfaces with the increase in
annealing temperatures. Fig. 3 compares the XPS spectrum of Ni
2p3/2 and O 1s from the four samples, and three clear indications of
NiO formation are observed from the spectrum analysis: (1) NiO
formation over the Ni surface results in the peak intensity/area
percentage reduction and increase at 852.2 eV (Ni 2p3/2, Fig. 3a–c)
and 529.5 eV (O 1s, Fig. 3e–f), respectively, with more abrupt
change at 300 �C. (2) The plots in Fig. 3d and 3 h are unique
spectrum configurations for crystalline nickel oxide with the peaks
revealed at 854.2 eV and 529.5 eV for Ni 2p3/2 and O 1s, respectively
[23]. (3) The complete removal of the peak at 852.2 eV from Ni 2p3/

2 indicates increased growth of NiO on/into the Ni at higher
annealing temperatures [24].

3.2. Core (TMV/Ni)/shell (NiO) nanorod and hierarchical-Ni/NiO
electrodes

The uniform formation of NiO on a TMV/Ni nanorod after the
300 �C annealing process is verified in STEM in Fig. 4a. The obtained
high-angle annular dark-field (HAADF) image clearly shows the
TMV/Ni-core covered by NiO-shell via image contrast variation
reflecting the differences in atomic numbers of the constituent
materials. Also, the EELS analysis further confirms the core-shell
nanorod structures with Ni and O scanning profiles along the
cross-section of the rod structure. The resulting TMV/Ni/NiO
nanorod electrode features � 130 nm final thickness, majorly
defined by duration of electroless Ni coating process (4 minutes),
with uniform coating of a thin NiO active layer having continuous
electrical connection with the underlying Ni current collector. The
thickness of TMV/Ni/NiO nanorod electrode is �50% thinner than
previously reported TMV templated electrodes (TMV/Ni/TiO2,
TMV/Ni/Si, TMV/Ni/V2O5, etc.), which required additional deposi-
tion of 30 to 60 nm-thick active layers over TMV/Ni [19–21]. This
represents a significant advantage of the annealing process



Fig. 3. XPS analysis of (a–d) Ni 2p3/2 and (e–h) O 1s from the TMV/Ni electrodes annealed at different temperatures; (a, e) room temperature, (b, f) 200 �C, (c, g) 300 �C, and (d,
h) 400 �C.
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resulting in minimal blockage of the spacings between TMV/Ni
rods during the active layer formation allowing full access of
electrolytes into the open nanocavities and active layers for
optimal performances.

The final electrode structure is shown in the diagonal and cross-
sectional SEM images in Fig. 4b and c, respectively. The fabricated
Au-coated Si micropillars are approximately 70 mm tall with 7 mm
and 14 mm dimensions for pillar diameter and spacing between
nearest neighboring pillars, respectively. The hierarchical Ni/NiO
electrodes are successfully fabricated via formation of an ultra-
high density TMV-based active network over the high-aspect-ratio
micropillar arrays. As clearly shown in Fig. 4c, the IPA treatment of
the electrode surface does not hinder structural stability of TMVs
during their self-assembly process yet allows complete and
uniform coating of the biological scaffolds along the micropillar
surfaces into the deep microcavities. Based on our previous reports
(up to 7-fold increase in energy densities by TMV nanostructures)
[20], and the calculated surface area enhancement factor ( � 4.5)
from the micropillar arrays, nearly 30-fold increase in areal charge
capacity (mAh cm�2) is expected in electrochemical performance
characterization.

3.3. Electrochemical performance characterization

3.3.1. Charge capacity dependance on annealing temperature
Based on the XPS analysis results, nanostructured electrodes

(TMV/Ni on planar Au substrate) were annealed at temperatures
above 200 �C (250 �C, 300 �C, 350 �C, and 400 �C). The charge
storage performance of the electrodes was evaluated by comparing
the galvanostatic discharge capacity measured from the second
charge/discharge cycle at 2 mA cm�2. As shown in Fig. 5a, the areal
capacity of the electrode results in a significant increase at 300 �C
annealing condition (20.5 mAh cm�2) compared to 250 �C anneal-
ing condition (4.3 mAh cm�2), while the electrodes annealed at
higher temperatures show degraded performance with 10.2 uAh
cm�2 and 2.2 uAh cm�2 for 350 �C and 400 �C annealing conditions,
respectively. The significant increase at the 300 �C annealing
condition can be explained by the facile thermal oxidation process
of Ni at 300 �C [25]. The lower capacities measured from samples
processed at temperatures above 300 �C can be attributed to both
an increase in active layer thickness which limits rate capability,
and the growth of oxides on/into Ni layer resulting in loss of
conductivity of the electrode system. The cyclic voltammetry (CV)
curves for electrodes annealed at 300 �C, shown in Fig. 5b, exhibit
reversible faradaic reaction with clear corresponding redox peaks
for NiO confirming its battery-type charge storage behavior within
a wide range of scan rates (10–100 mV s�1).

3.3.2. Charge storage performance of hierarchical-Ni/NiO
The NiO electrodes are prepared in three different electrode

geometries (planar-, nanostructured-, and hierarchical-Ni/NiO) to
evaluate the increase in areal charge capacity of the hierarchical-
Ni/NiO. All electrodes are annealed at 300 �C for two hours. The
areal discharge capacity measured by galvanostatic charge/
discharge (2 mA cm�2) is compared between the three electrode
types over the first 500 cycles. As shown in Fig. 6a, the electrodes
are successfully cycled with no signs of operational failure with the
charge capacities ordered in expected hierarchy (planar < nano-
structured < hierarchical). However, a significant nonlinear capac-
ity increase is observed over the 500 cycles for the nanostructured-
and hierarchical-Ni/NiO (26% and 193%, respectively), while the
planar-Ni/NiO show minimal increase of 7%. Comparing the



Fig. 4. STEM-EELS analysis and SEM images of the fabricated electrodes: (a) STEM image of a TMV/Ni/NiO nanorod with EELS analysis. (b) Diagonal and (c) cross-sectional
view of the hierarchical-Ni/NiO electrodes.
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nanostructured- and planar-Ni/NiO, an approximately 10-fold
increase in areal capacity is achieved at the 500th cycle (24.3 mAh
cm�2 vs. 2.5 mAh cm�2), which is a noticeable improvement from
our previous report (7-fold increase) [20]. The increased enhance-
ment factor from 7 to 10 is assigned to the preserved TMV/Ni
morphology during the active layer formation step as discussed in
previous section. For the hierarchical electrode, the initial capacity
is measured lower than expected. However, the capacity reaches a
very high value of 81.4 mAh cm�2 after the nonlinear increase by
the end of the 500th cycle. This exceeds that of the nanostructured-
(24.3 mAh cm�2) and planar-Ni/NiO (2.5 mAh cm�2) by 3.3 and 32.6
times, respectively. It is hypothesized that the capacity increase is
due to the increase in both active material (oxidized Ni) and surface
area/mesoporosity during the charge/discharge cycling which will
be discussed further in the following sections.
Fig. 5. Electrochemical characterization of nanostructured-Ni/NiO electrodes; (a) Galvan
curves of 300 �C-annealed nanostructured-Ni/NiO.
3.3.3. Analysis of charge capacity increase phenomena and discussions
To test our hypothesis, the change in active surface area for the

different electrode structures was examined during the initial
capacity increase. From the discharge plots in Fig. 6b–d (displaying
2nd, 250th, and 500th discharge cycles per electrode types), the
amount of double layer charge, which has dominant dependence
on the active surface area, is estimated from the potential range
outside the major redox potential window [26]. Specifically, the
double layer charge is calculated in the potential range of 0.35–
0.5 V for the three sample types, and the values are compared with
the total charge (0–0.5 V) at three different cycles (2nd, 250th, and
500th). A similar increasing trend between the double layer and
total charge can be observed (Fig. 6b–d) from all three electrode
types, which strongly supports the assumption of the active area
increase during the initial cycling. We believe that the larger
ostatic discharge plots of the electrodes annealed at different temperatures. (b) CV



Fig. 6. Comparisons of initial capacity increase for the three different electrode geometries; hierarchical, nanostructured, and planar. (a) Areal capacity of the three electrodes
(hierarchical-, nanostructured-, and planar-Ni/NiO) over the first 500 galvanostatic cycles at 2 mA cm�2. Discharge plots from 2nd, 250th, and 500th cycles with comparisons
of estimated double layer and total charges in (b) hierarchical, (c) nanostructured, and (d) planar electrodes. (e) Areal capacity increase of the hierarchical-Ni/NiO at three
different current densities (0.02, 0.2, and 2 mA cm�2).
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increase in areal capacity observed for the hierarchical versus the
nanostructured electrodes is attributed to the dual length-scale
architecture of the hierarchical electrode, particularly the micro-
pillar morphology. We have also examined the rate dependence of
the capacity increase of the hierarchical electrodes. As shown in
Fig. 6e, lower current densities show higher rate in the initial
capacity increase per cycles due to the increased time of charge
diffusion at the electrode/electrolyte boundary. This result holds
for all three electrodes as saturation in the areal capacity increase
is reached faster at lower current densities. The hierarchical
electrode tested at 2 mA cm�2 show excellent cycle stability up to
1500 charge/discharge cycles without any capacity fading (Fig. 6e).

To further understand the capacity increase phenomena,
changes in both the NiO layer thickness and the nanostructure
morphology during the initial cycles were examined in electron
microscopy images as shown in Fig. 7. The TEM images shown in
Fig. 7a through c compare the electrode surfaces after different
steps in the experimental process (Fig. 7a: pristine electroless Ni,
Fig. 7b: after 300 �C annealing step, Fig. 7c: after 20 charge/
discharge cycles at 2 mA cm�2). The thickness of the NiO layer was
approximately determined by analyzing the apparent difference in
TEM image contrast between metal (Ni) and dielectric (NiO) layers.
Comparing the thickness of the red shadowed region between the
dotted line boundaries, a significant increase in NiO thickness can
be observed from pristine Ni (residual oxide) to the
electrochemically cycled electrodes. This implies that there is an
increase in active NiO content not only during the annealing
process but also during the initial electrochemical cycling in KOH
electrolyte. Specifically the Ni underneath the thermal NiO layer is
being electrochemically oxidized during charging and participates
in charge storage reactions in the subsequent cycles [27,28]. The
SEM images shown in Fig. 7d and e compares the nanostructure
morphology of the TMV/Ni/NiO electrodes (Fig. 7d) before and
(Fig. 7e) after a 1000 charge/discharge cycles. A significant change
in surface morphology along with an increase in diameter of the
nanorod electrodes are observed after the extended number of
electrochemical cycling. The observations combined suggest two
different mechanisms involved in the material activation process
during the initial cycling; (1) uniform growth of the NiO layer
underneath the annealed oxide layer (Fig. 7c), and (2) formation of
a complex mesoscale structure within the NiO film (Fig. 7e).
Considering these observations in correlation with the non-linear
capacity increase phenomena, it can be inferred that the suggested
activation stages interplay significant role increasing the charge
capacity along the initial cycle, and the non-linear increase,
reaching saturation level, is possibly due to the concurrent loss in
nanostructure porosity by the expansion in diameter of nanorods.

The EIS analysis (0.25 V working electrode potential vs. Ag/AgCl
with 20 mV AC perturbation sweep from 1 Hz to 100 kHz) shown in
Fig. 8 also supports the idea of complex activation of NiO during



Fig. 7. Electron microscopy images comparing TMV/Ni/NiO surfaces and structures after different steps in the experimental process. (top) TEM images comparing thickness of
NiO layers at three different conditions: (a) pristine electroless Ni on TMV, (b) after 300 �C annealing of TMV/Ni, and (c) after 20 galvanostatic charge/discharge cycles of TMV/
Ni/NiO at 2 mA cm�2. (bottom) SEM images comparing TMV/Ni/NiO (d) before and (e) after 1000 galvanostatic charge/discharge cycles at 2 mA cm�2.
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the initial cycling. The analysis was conducted at every 100 charge/
discharge cycle intervals over the initial 500 cycles. The Nyquist
plots can be analyzed by looking at the two frequency regions
where the plot generally displays semi-circular plot configuration
at high frequencies reflecting combination of the bulk electrolyte
resistance (Rs), charge transfer resistance (Rct), and double layer
capacitance (Cdl), while the straight line in the lower frequency
region represents diffusion-governed electrochemical processes,
interpreted by Warburg-impedance (Zw). The Nyquist plot
acquired from planar- and nanostructured-Ni/NiO electrodes are
shown in Fig. 8a and b, respectively. The charge transfer resistance
of the planar-Ni/NiO is estimated to be �35 V from the arc-shape
in the high frequency region (>137 Hz) using Randles-equivalent
circuit (Fig. 8c). Over the initial 500 cycles, there is no noticeable
change in the plot configuration which is in good correspondence
with the steady charge storage performance of the planar-Ni/NiO
electrode (Fig. 8d). However, the plot acquired from the
nanostructured-Ni/NiO (Fig. 8d) shows a significant change over
the initial cycles. The overall impedance of the electrode is largely
reduced compared to the planar-Ni/NiO attributed to the increase
in active surface area by the TMV scaffolds. Also, the semi-circular
plot configuration at the high frequency region (> 867 Hz), is
significantly depressed/diminished showing almost a linear line in
all consecutive measurements. This is an indication of low Rct of
the nanostructured-Ni/NiO better facilitating faradaic charge
storage reactions [29,30]. More interestingly, the appearance of
the arc-shape in the low-frequency linear lines (< 137 Hz) become
distinctive along with the increase in cycle numbers – implying
both the emergence of a secondary charge transfer kinetics and
reduction of the involved Rct along with the activation phases of
the NiO layer during the initial cycling.

These results combined strongly imply that the electrochemical
formation of NiO (or Ni(OH)2) content and an increase of the
mesoscale active network ultimately cause the increase in active
surface area resulting in enhanced charge storage performance.
Also, the non-linear increase and saturation of the charge capacity
increase suggest that this electrochemically induced process is
self-limited most likely due to limited charge diffusion and
reduced electrical conductivity as a result of the active layer
growth into the TMV/Ni-core. We believe that the above experi-
ments combined can provide further understanding of previous
reports showing similar capacity increase phenomena in micro/
nanostructured NiO electrodes for different ECS applications
[5,11,12,15].

4. Conclusion

The hierarchical-Ni/NiO electrodes were fabricated based on
the TMV/Ni robust nanostructure platform integrated with Si
micropillar arrays. The uniform formation of thin NiO active layer
is achieved by a simple thermal oxidation, and the formation of
TMV/Ni (core)/NiO (shell) nanorod is confirmed by STEM and EELS
analysis. Both the well-preserved nanostructural porosity of TMV/
Ni after the annealing process and the successful integration of



Fig. 8. The Nyquist plots acquired from (a) planar-Ni/NiO and (b) nanostructured Ni/NiO during the first 500 galvanostatic charge/discharge at 2 mA cm�2. (c) The Randles
circuit diagram used for analysis of the Nyquist plots and (d) areal discharge capacity of the nanostructured- and planar-Ni/NiO electrodes over the first 500 cycles acquired
along with the EIS measurements.
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TMVs with Si microstructures allowed unprecedented charge
capacity increase factors – �10 with the nanostructured electro-
des, and �32.6 with the hierarchical electrodes compared to the
planar ones – when compared with other TMV-templated ECS
systems reported previously. Also, the analysis and discussions on
the interesting charge capacity increase phenomena of the TMV/
Ni/NiO electrodes should be applicable for understanding the
electrochemical behavior and degradation mechanisms of other
micro/nanostructured NiO electrodes investigated for ECS appli-
cations. This work greatly expands the potential applications of
TMVs for next generation ECS devices with simple fabrication and
excellent electrochemical cycle stability. Under a condition which
the uniform formation of other transition metal layers can be
achieved over TMVs, we believe that the annealing process can be
further expanded for creating nano-core (metal)/shell (metal
oxide) electrodes to benefit additional advanced ECS systems.
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